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ABSTRACT

Silica-rich hydrothermal fluids that experience freezing temperatures precipitate cryogenic opal-A (COA) within ice-bound brine channels. We investigated cryogenic silification as a new preservation pathway for chemo- and photo-lithotrophic Bacteria and Archaea. We find that the co-partitioning of microbial cells and silica into brine channels causes microorganisms to become fossilised in COA. Rod- and coccoidal-form Bacteria and Archaea produce numerous cell casts on COA particle surfaces, while \textit{Chloroflexus} filaments are preserved inside particle interiors. COA particles precipitated from natural Icelandic hot spring fluids possess similar biomorphic casts, including those containing intact microbial cells. Biomolecules and inorganic metabolic products are also captured by COA precipitation, and are detectable with a combination of visible - shortwave...
infrared reflectance, FTIR, and Raman spectroscopy. We identify cryogenic silicification as a newly
described mechanism by which microbial biosignatures can be preserved within silica-rich
hydrothermal environments. This work has implications for the interpretation of biosignatures in
relic hydrothermal settings, and for life-detection on Mars and Enceladus, where opaline silica
indicative of hydrothermal activity has been detected, and freezing surface conditions predominate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Opaline silica (opal-A) has been a common preservation agent for microorganisms throughout the Earth’s
geological record\textsuperscript{1,2}, and is found in many neutral-alkaline hydrothermal systems worldwide. Precipitated
by the cooling of aqueous hydrothermal solutions, colloidal silica is widely observed to mineralise
microbial cells\textsuperscript{1,3} and mats, and associated organic material\textsuperscript{4} in modern-day siliceous hot spring
environments. Ambient temperature groundwater springs are also capable of precipitating silica and
entombing microbes, preserving them as microfossils\textsuperscript{5}, and relic Archaean hot spring silica sinters may
preserve some of the oldest evidence for life on Earth\textsuperscript{6}. This physical capturing and subsequent silicification
of microbial biosignatures makes opaline silica an attractive target material in the search for life beyond
Earth, namely on Mars, and icy moons (i.e. Europa and Enceladus)\textsuperscript{2,7}.

Opal-A has been observed on Mars\textsuperscript{8-11} in association with volcanic centres\textsuperscript{10} and hydrovolcanic structures\textsuperscript{12},
while one of the shortlisted landing sites for the NASA Mars 2020 rover includes a relic hydrothermal
system bearing opal-A deposits\textsuperscript{9,13}. Recent detections of colloidal silica associated with Enceladus\textsuperscript{14}, and
molecular hydrogen within the Enceladan cryovolcanic plumes\textsuperscript{15} offer the strongest evidence to date for
ongoing hydrothermal activity on another planetary body, and suggests that the liquid water sourcing these
plumes has conditions suitable for biological methanogenesis\textsuperscript{15,16}. The sub-freezing surface temperatures
that have prevailed on Mars for much of its history\textsuperscript{17}, and characterise present-day conditions on icy moons,
mean that silicification mechanisms will differ from those typically observed on Earth. This has direct implications for the preservation of any resident microorganisms and their biosignatures.

Under non-freezing conditions, silica-chloride hot springs precipitate siliceous sinters through the cooling of hot (>100 °C) silica-supersaturated hydrothermal fluids, which leads to the nucleation and eventual sedimentation of colloidal silica. When warm hydrothermal fluids are discharged into a freezing environment, the crystallisation of water as ice accelerates the precipitation of colloidal silica, which is forced into brine veins in between ice crystals, along with dissolved solutes (such as Na⁺ and Cl⁻)\(^{18}\). The result is the precipitation of cryogenic opal-A (COA) particles with distinctive morphologies defined by the physical dimensions within the brine veins\(^{18}\). Microorganisms are known to partition into brine vein networks in ice, exploiting them as a liquid water microenvironment\(^{19}\). However, the fate of microorganisms when opal-A precipitates within these brine channels has not been previously investigated.

Terrestrial environments where both silica and microorganisms can be co-partitioned during ice formation are found in geothermal regions in Iceland and Yellowstone National Park (USA) where the air temperature is seasonally sub-zero °C for >50% of the year\(^{18,20}\), and in high altitude geothermal systems such as El Tatio (Chile)\(^ {21}\). Silicified microorganisms associated spatially with COA particles from Iceland have been previously observed\(^3\), however without any prior demonstration of silicification under cryogenic conditions, it is not possible to ascertain whether they formed cryogenically or during subsequent mineralisation under non-freezing conditions. Here, we combine an examination of natural COA samples from Iceland with experimental cyrosilicification of microorganisms to investigate the preservation (or lack thereof) for microorganisms and associated spectral biosignatures during freezing of silica-rich hydrothermal fluids.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Microbial strains and growth conditions

Four previously described microbial strains were selected to experimentally test the process of microbial cryosilicification. The strains were chosen primarily to capture a range of morphological, metabolic and phylogenetic diversity representative of microorganisms found across a diverse range of hydrothermal systems\(^{22-24}\), with an emphasis on readily-cultivable strains isolated from high-temperature neutral-alkaline environments. Where possible, strains isolated from hydrothermal systems were used. Strains included (i) the thermophilic sulfate-reducing bacterium *Thermodesulfovibrio islandicus* DSMZ-12570\(^{25}\), (ii) the thermophilic methanogenic archaeon *Methanoculleus thermophilus* DSMZ-2373\(^{26}\), (iii) the filamentous anoxygenic phototroph *Chloroflexus aurantiacus* DSMZ-635\(^{27}\), and (iv) the photoferrotrophic bacterium *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* TIE-1\(^{28}\). *R. palustris* grows readily with either Fe\(^{2+}\) or acetate as an electron donor for phototrophy, thus batches cultivated on both substrates were used in experiments to assess differences in silicification and resulting biosignatures for these different metabolic pathways. Growth media and conditions were all as described previously\(^{25-28}\), with the exception of *C. aurantiacus*, which was cultivated under natural daylight in a clear-fronted incubator rather than under the recommended 1000 lux. This resulted in slower growth but no discernible difference to cellular morphology.

2.2. Experimental silicification

Sodium metasilicate (Na\(_2\)SiO\(_3\), 5H\(_2\)O) was dissolved in deionized water to create a synthetic “hydrothermal” fluid at 500 ppm Si, similar to that used for previous cryogenic opal-A experiments (450 ppm Si\(^{18}\)), and also to concentrations found in hot spring fluids at Strokkur (476 ppm dissolved Si\(^{29}\)) and in Yellowstone National Park (312-654 ppm)\(^{30}\). This solution was buffered to pH 7.7 using HCl, and sterilised via 0.22 µm filtering. Cultures of microorganisms were harvested by centrifugation (10,000× g for 15 minutes), washed once in phosphate-buffered saline (130 mM NaCl, 1 mM NaH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 9 mM Na\(_2\)HPO\(_4\), pH 7.7), and once in
sterile 500 ppm silica solution. Washed cells were resuspended in sterile 500 ppm silica solution that had been preheated to 55 °C. An aliquot of sterile 500 ppm silica solution served as an experimental blank. All experiments were frozen at -20 °C for 24 hours, after which they were thawed and prepared for analysis.

2.3. Field sampling

Fresh, naturally-formed cryogenic silica gels were collected from frozen hydrothermal fluid on the Strokkur outflow apron, Geysir geothermal area, Iceland (64.312542 °N; 20.300367 °W) in January 2007 following the protocol in Channing and Butler18. The Strokkur spring was the focus of sampling as the Geysir spring has become much less active and is no longer continuously discharging fluid. Strokkur hydrothermal fluid geochemistry was comparable to the experimental set-up, with alkaline (pH 8.5) fluids previously characterised by 476 ppm dissolved Si29. COA particles were extracted from these fresh gels as with the experimental samples, with further volumes melted and evaporated within sterile petri dishes for visible - shortwave infrared (Vis-SWIR), FTIR, and Raman spectroscopic analysis. Natural hydrothermal fluids and their indigenous microbial communities were also collected for laboratory cyrosilicification. These were collected aseptically from the Strokkur outflow in sterile bottles in February 2017, where the dissolved Si content was 149 ppm (see below); considerably lower than previously measured29. These fluids were then frozen at -20°C in the laboratory, and the resulting COA precipitates extracted as described above.

2.4. Determination of dissolved silica concentration

Dissolved silica content of a fluid sample from the Strokkur discharge apron was determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at the Open University using a Prodigy7 (Teledyne-Leeman) OES system at 250.960 nm. Samples were diluted by a factor of 20 prior to analysis.
2.5. Optical and fluorescence microscopy

For optical microscopy, aliquots of thawed experimental samples and thawed natural fluids were transferred to glass slides and allowed to fully evaporate, before being gently rinsed with 0.22 µm-filtered MilliQ water to remove salt crystals. These were imaged using a Keyence VHX 2000 digital microscope. For fluorescence microscopy, aliquots of defrosted sample were stained with 1× SYBR Gold (Invitrogen), incubated at room temperature in the dark for 15 minutes, and mounted on 25 mm diameter, 0.22 µm pore size black polycarbonate filters. Samples were excited at 490 nm and imaged at 590 nm using an Amscope T600 series epifluorescence microscope.

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) imaging

Glass microscope slides used for optical microscopic analysis of experimental COA were subsequently gold-coated for SEM analysis. Gold was chosen as coating material due to its suitability for secondary electron (SE) topographic imaging. Experimental COA were imaged at 10 keV using the SE detector of a Carl Zeiss SIGMA HD VP Field Emission SEM at the University of Edinburgh. COA produced from natural Strokkur fluids were imaged at 5 keV using the SE detector of a Carl Zeiss SIGMA VP Field Emission SEM. Aliquots of defrosted natural samples were placed on carbon pad stubs and gold-coated. Naturally precipitated COA from Strokkur gels were imaged using the SE detector of a Phillips XL30 Environmental SEM at 20 keV and a working distance of 10 mm at the University of Cardiff.

2.7. Vis-SWIR reflectance, FTIR, and Raman spectroscopy

Aliquots of defrosted experimental COA (approximately 100 ml) were passed through a 0.22 µm filter to recover COA particles, and rinsed with 0.22 µm-filtered MilliQ water to remove salt crystals. The resulting powders were analysed alongside powdered (dry sieved <45 µm grain size) natural Strokkur COA at the
Planetary Spectrometer Facility, University of Winnipeg. Visible - SWIR (350 to 2500 nm) reflectance spectra were acquired with an Analytical Spectral Devices FieldSpec Pro HR spectrometer in 1.4 nm steps with a spectral resolution of 2 - 7 nm (internally resampled to 1 nm intervals) at a viewing geometry of $i=30^\circ$ and $e=0^\circ$. A 150 W quartz–tungsten–halogen collimated light source provided incident lighting. Spectra were measured relative to a 99% Labsphere Spectralon® standard and corrected for minor (<2%) irregularities in its absolute reflectance. 500 spectra of the dark current, standard, and sample were acquired and averaged. 1.25 to 25 µm (8000-4000 cm$^{-1}$)

Mid-infrared spectra were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS5 FTIR Spectrometer and an Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) attachment equipped with a diamond crystal, housed in the Planetary Spectroscopy Laboratory at Birkbeck, University of London. Reflectance measurements, published as absorbance units, were obtained over a spectral range of 500 to 4000 cm$^{-1}$ at a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$. A diamond calibration standard was used and atmospheric water (H$_2$O) and carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) subtractions made. No further processing of data (e.g., smoothing or Fourier self-deconvolution) was used, to avoid the introduction of artefacts. Band positions are reported simply as the observed maxima, rather than maxima obtained from second derivations or from curve fits. Six analyses were taken of each powdered sample of COA which were re-homogenised after each spectral acquisition to obtain an accurate spectral profile of the material and its associated organic functional groups.

Raman spectra (175-4000 cm$^{-1}$) were collected at a resolution of ~4 cm$^{-1}$ at 614 nm with a B&WTek i-Raman-532-S instrument using the automatic integration time function to maximise signal-noise-ratio. Excitation was provided by a 532 nm ~50 mW solid state diode laser. Raman-scattered light was detected by a Glacier™ T thermoelectrically cooled (14 °C) CCD detector. All measurements comprised a dark current spectrum followed by sample measurement, using identical viewing geometry, integration time, and number of averaged spectra. Raman-shift calibration was monitored through measurements of a polystyrene standard.
3. RESULTS

3.1. Cryogenic Opal-A particles

Natural COA particles (from the active Strokkur hot spring, Iceland) and experimental COA particles produced both from natural Strokkur outflow fluids and synthetic high-silica laboratory fluids exhibit the same distinctive particle morphologies identified previously by Channing and Butler and putative COA particles observed in siliceous sediments in Iceland by Jones and Renaut. These included triple junctions (Fig. 1b), terminal tear-drop and bulb morphologies, branched threads and sheets; particles produced via the break-up of the COA lattice (Fig. 1a) following cryogelling. Experimental COA particles produced from both synthetic and natural fluids comprise colloidal silica microspheres and aggregates ~50 nm in diameter.
Figure 1. SEM images of experimental and natural COA particles. (a) Intact experimental COA lattice. (b) COA particle experimentally produced from natural Strokkur fluid, exhibiting triple-junction morphology. (c) Experimental COA branch containing cell casts of *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* grown on Fe²⁺. (d) Experimental COA sheet exhibiting fully encased cells of *R. palustris* grown on acetate. (e) Cell cast of *M. thermophilus* on an experimental COA branch, containing cellular remnants. (f) ‘Empty’ cell cast of *M. thermophilus* on an experimental COA branch. (g) Experimental COA produced from natural Strokkur fluid exhibiting cellular structures within surface casts. Box indicates region magnified in panel (h), showing cellular remnant within surface cast. (i) Cast with vibrio cell morphology hosted on COA sheet produced from natural Strokkur fluid.
3.2. Microfossils in experimental and natural COA

Our microscopic observations reveal that microbial cells are incorporated into COA particles, becoming completely or partially encased within the colloidal silica matrix. Multiple cell casts are observed on the surface of COA particles and occur along branched threads, at terminal bulbs, and on sheet surfaces (Fig. 1c-i). External casts caused by single cell templating are produced by the photoferrotroph *R. palustris* (Fig. 1c, d) and the methanogenic archaeon *M. thermophilus* (Fig. 1e, f). In both cases, casts preserve their overall cellular morphology. We also observe disintegrated remnants of *M. thermophilus* cells within casts (Fig. 1e) in close proximity to more typical ‘empty’ casts (Fig. 1f).

Experimental cryogenic silicification of natural fluids from the outflow apron at Strokkur, Iceland, also resulted in the formation of biomorphic casts on the surface of COA particles (Fig. 1g-i). These include casts containing cellular remnants, as observed with *M. thermophilus* (Fig. 1g, h), and empty casts, as observed with *R. palustris* and *T. islandicus* (Fig. 1i). Empty biomorphic cast features are also observed within natural COA particles extracted from gels at Strokkur (Fig. 2a). Other silicified biomorphic features observed in this natural COA include rods or filaments encrusted with opal-A nanospheres in a manner not observed in the experimental samples (Fig. 2b).

The mode of preservation differs between strains. In contrast to the well-preserved cellular morphologies of *R. palustris* and *M. thermophilus*, casts formed by the sulfate-reducing bacterium *T. islandicus* show significant morphological deformities, including shrunken or compressed cell shapes (Fig. 2c) that are unlike the curved-rod ‘vibrio’ shape of the organisms in culture. Morphological evidence for secondary opal-A crystallisation within casts is also present (Fig. 2c). These deformed cells are also observed on COA particles using epi-fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2d). Cell casts of the filamentous anoxygenic phototroph *C. aurantiacus* are not observed on COA particle surfaces. Instead, the filamentous cells are incorporated within the interior of COA particles, as revealed by optical and fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2e-g).
**Figure 2.** SEM, light, and fluorescence microscope images of experimental and natural COA. (a) Biomorphic cell casts on the surface of a natural COA particle collected from Strokkur. (b) Possible microbial filament encrusted with opal-A microspheres from natural Strokkur COA. (c) Small and deformed cell casts of *T. islandicus*, with possible secondary infilling of earlier cast structures (arrow). (d) Fluorescence microscope image of *T. islandicus* COA bulb particle with similarly deformed cells distributed across the particle surface. (e-g) COA particles containing cells of *C. aurantiacus*. Note the absence of cellular microfossils at the surface of the large COA particle in SEM image (e), whilst filaments are clearly visible within transparent COA particles under both optical (f) and fluorescence microscopy (g).
3.3. Spectroscopic characterisation of natural and experimental COA

We observe characteristic SWIR spectral features for opal-A, as well as for organic molecules (visible, FTIR, Raman), and inorganic and biomolecular signatures of microbial metabolism (Vis-SWIR) (Fig 3a-c respectively).

3.3.1. Vis-SWIR reflectance

The SWIR reflectance spectra of all experimentally produced and natural COA particles show characteristic absorption bands for hydrated opal-A, including hydration bands at 1.41 and 1.46 µm (interstitial or lattice-bound water; Fig. 3a), water trapped within Si-cages (deep 1.9 µm absorption\textsuperscript{31}), and the Si-OH double absorption feature is observed at 2.21 and 2.26 µm\textsuperscript{31}. Rice et al.\textsuperscript{31} previously showed that hydrated silica phases can be discriminated by comparing the depth and band minimum positions of SWIR hydration bands. Applying band ratio analyses, we show that the experimental and natural COA spectra cluster as a distinct population between the “opal, sinter, and synthetic” silica and “dehydrated sinter” fields\textsuperscript{31} (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, natural Strokkur COA particles plot closer to more crystalline phases than the purely experimental COA (Fig. 4b), and exhibit less hydration (Fig. 4c). Based on a comparison of the 1.41 and 1.91 µm band depths, experimentally-produced COA exhibits a range of water contents (Fig. 4c).

All experimental COA samples, including those produced from natural fluids, and the Strokkur COA particulates, have a number of additional absorption features in the visible spectral region that are absent in the experimental blank COA. Absorption bands of light-harvesting pigments bacteriochlorophyll \textit{a} (590, 805 and 871 nm) and bacteriochlorophyll \textit{c} (670 nm) are observed in COA containing \textit{C. aurantiacus}, and \textit{R. palustris} (grown with acetate as the electron donor), and bacteriochlorophyll \textit{c} peaks are also detectable in COA experimentally produced from Strokkur fluids and the natural COA particles collected from Strokkur (Fig. 3a). COA containing \textit{R. palustris} (grown with Fe\textsuperscript{2+} as the electron donor) is characterised by fewer bacteriochlorophyll bands (805 and 871 nm only), and instead exhibits a steep ferric absorption edge between 400 – 700 nm, consistent with the presence of iron (oxyhydr)oxides. Finally, COA containing the
sulfate reducing bacterium *T. islandicus* shows a characteristic steep sulfur absorption between 350 – 550 nm, and a broad Fe$^{2+}$ absorption centred at 1000 nm, consistent with the presence of iron sulfide.

**Figure 3.** Spectroscopic analysis of experimental and natural COA with band regions and major peaks identified. (a) visible – SWIR reflectance spectra showing absorption bands in the visible for bacteriochlorophyll pigments (BChl) and inorganic phases (dashed lines). (b) FTIR spectra showing absorption peaks relating to inorganic phases and organic functional groups. A large Si-O-Si asymmetric stretch feature at approx. 1051 cm$^{-1}$ in all samples has been removed for clarity. (c) Raman spectra with background fluorescence removed showing peaks for β-carotene (black star). Note *M. thermophilus* is not included for clarity due to large background fluorescence.
Figure 4. Band parameter plots from Rice et al.$^{31}$ using SWIR reflectance bands at 1.91, 1.96, 1.41, 1.46, and 2.2 µm to characterise natural COA particles from Strokkur and laboratory-produced COA from natural Strokkur fluid (squares), and experimental COA with and without microorganisms (circles).

3.3.2. FTIR Spectroscopy

The FTIR spectra of both natural and experimental COA show absorption bands indicative of organic compounds, including an amine N-H bend between 1520 and 1600 cm$^{-1}$ for COA containing *R. palustris* (grown on acetate), *T. islandicus* and *C. aurantiacus*; alkane CH$_2$ or CH$_3$ bending vibrations centred at 1450 cm$^{-1}$ exhibited prominently by *C. aurantiacus* COA; and an N-O asymmetric stretch centred at 1500 cm$^{-1}$ for *M. thermophilus* COA and the natural COA particles collected from Strokkur (Fig. 3b). An alkene-related C-H bending vibration centred at 670 cm$^{-1}$ is also observed in COA containing *R. palustris* (grown on acetate), *T. islandicus*, and *C. aurantiacus*. Inorganic hydrated opal-A features at 1650 cm$^{-1}$ and 600 cm$^{-1}$ are observed for all samples (Fig. 3b).

3.3.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra from natural COA display a broad Si-O-Si peak between 350 – 500 cm$^{-1}$ that is absent in the experimental COA, but peaks for α-quartz (~465 cm$^{-1}$), meta-stable moganite (~502 cm$^{-1}$), or
paracrystalline opal-C (~777 cm\(^{-1}\)) and opal-CT (421 cm\(^{-1}\))\(^{32,33}\) are not observed. An additional, unidentified peak at 490 cm\(^{-1}\) is also present in the natural sample. Beyond 800 cm\(^{-1}\) \textit{R. palustris} COA and Strokkur COA exhibit β-carotene peaks (Fig. 3a) at 1518, 1155, and 1003 cm\(^{-1}\)\(^{34}\). Pigment peaks are absent in \textit{C. aurantiacus} COA.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Cryosilicification of microorganisms

Our experiments demonstrate that cryogenic precipitation of opal-A can preserve morphological and geochemical evidence of microorganisms in the resulting COA particles. As the fluid freezes, initial nanoparticle nucleation (≥ 8 nm\(^{35}\)) is proceeded by rapid COA aggregation between ice crystals as temperature drops below 0° C, trapping microorganisms. Thus, the cryogenic silicification of microorganisms differs from silicification under non-freezing conditions where gradual nanoparticle growth and sinter sedimentation dominate\(^{36}\). Similar biomorphic microfossils were observed in the pure-strain experimental COA, experimental COA produced from natural Strokkur fluids and in natural COA particles collected from Strokkur (Fig. 1, 2), providing strong evidence that the encapsulation of microorganisms in this manner is active in nature. Furthermore, the production of COA particles from natural Strokkur fluids, despite a lower initial Si content compared to the experimental fluids (149 ppm vs. 500 ppm), demonstrates that this process occurs across a range of silica concentrations. Observation of cell remnants \textit{in situ} within casts produced by \textit{M. thermophilus} and in COA produced from natural Strokkur fluids (Fig. 1e, g, h) suggests large cellular structures such as membranes and/or cell walls can be captured within COA surface casts and ultimately silicified.

By experimenting with model microbial strains we also show that the mechanics of microbial cyrosilicification can vary, and in the first instance appear to be controlled by cell morphology. Strains with curved-rod (\textit{T. islandicus}, \textit{R. palustris}) or irregular coccoid (\textit{M. thermophilus}) cell morphology produce
casts on the surface of COA particles, suggesting individual cells are ‘sandwiched’ between the growing ice crystal face and increasing volume of COA aggregates. Observing these features in COA produced from natural fluids (Fig. 1g-i) demonstrates that the trapping of cells in this manner is active in nature. However, the absence of cell casts for *C. aurantiacus* on COA particle surfaces shows that surficial casting is not the sole mechanism of preservation. Instead, filamentous bacteria (e.g. *C. aurantiacus*) may only be preserved when entirely encased within COA particles (Fig. 2e-g). The absence of bacteriochlorophyll or β-carotene peaks in the *C. aurantiacus* COA Raman spectrum (Fig. 3) is consistent with this, whereby pigments trapped within the translucent COA matrix are detectable using reflectance spectroscopy, but not via surface excitation and Raman scattering.

Functional groups on the surface of microbial cells can act as nucleation sites for opal-A under non-freezing precipitation, despite this process being inefficient when compared with spontaneous (abiotic) silica growth. *C. aurantiacus* is unique amongst our experimental strains in that it grows in sheathed filamentous colonies, and the cell wall stains Gram-negative but carries Gram-positive traits such as a single lipid layer and S-layer protein. Whether these characteristics contribute to active silica nucleation is unclear, but our data suggest that *C. aurantiacus* is more efficient at initiating COA precipitation around its entire cell mass, relative to the other microorganisms investigated. The morphologies of our experimental microfossils are otherwise consistent with their corresponding microbial strains, with the sole exception of casts produced by *T. islandicus*, which underwent physical deformation during the cryogelling process (Fig. 2c). The identification by epi-fluorescence microscopy of numerous DNA-bearing cells of a similar size, shape and distribution to the *T. islandicus* casts observed by SEM attests to their biogenicity (Fig. 2d). Finally, all experimental COA fossilising microorganisms shows a shift in the 1.91/1.96 µm SWIR ratio (both positive and negative - Fig. 4a), with no corresponding change to the 1.41 µm band minima position. As the 1.96 band is attributable to the presence of free water molecules, this characteristic shift, as well as the broad spread in water content revealed by comparing the 1.41 and 1.91 µm band depths (Fig. 4c) can be explained by the retention of water molecules to differing degrees by captured microorganisms.
4.2. Cryosilicification vs. Non-cryogenic Silicification

By documenting microbial silicification under fully cryogenic conditions, these data provide new insights relating to the preservation of biological activity in hydrothermal systems that experience freezing temperatures. For example, our results contrast with previous investigations into microbial silicification at low temperatures. Westall et al.\(^{40}\) showed that after a week at 4 °C, many microorganisms (including diatoms, fungi and bacteria) were not silicified, and even after four weeks several bacterial strains remained unsilicified. The precipitation of opal-A on and around microbes in this experiment was characterised by the gradual growth of silica sheaths surrounding cells, and the formation of silica spheroids of up to 2 µm in diameter\(^{40}\). Evidence for similar silicification mechanisms were also observed at low temperatures in deep sea environments\(^{41}\). These low-temperature studies show similarity to mechanisms described at higher temperatures, both in nature\(^3\) and in the laboratory\(^33\), where gradual sedimentation of large spheroids and the precipitation of cell sheaths dominate the silicification processes. However, in the current study, small (~50 nm; Fig. 1) COA spheroids rapidly formed surface casts or entirely encased microorganisms. Our experiments therefore show that the formation of ice crystals distinguishes this cryogenic process from non-freezing silicification, even when silicification is occurring at low temperatures. Specifically, the formation of concentrated siliceous brines is necessary to drive the precipitation of COA and subsequent capture of microorganisms.

In nature, it is likely that both non-freezing and cryogenic silicification processes are occurring simultaneously. Natural particles with cryogenic morphologies from Strokkur, Iceland, exhibited filamentous biogenic structures encrusted in larger opal-A nanospheres in a manner akin to those observed in previous non-freezing silicification studies\(^{40,41}\) (Fig. 2b), as well as the smaller COA nanospheres and biomorphic casts typical of experimental COA (Fig. 2a). Silicified microorganisms previously reported in spatial association with natural COA particles in Iceland\(^{40}\) were encrusted with relatively large spheroids (~2 µm\(^20\)), whilst the COA particles themselves lacked visible cell casts. Viewed in the context of our
observations, these features are suggestive of non-freezing silicification and imply that these microorganisms were silicified under different conditions from the formation of the COA.

On Earth, mid-to-high-latitude and high-altitude hydrothermal systems can experience prolonged sub-zero °C air temperatures\textsuperscript{20,21}, promoting prolific COA formation. In such localities, cryogenic and non-freezing silicification mineralise different portions of the microbial consortia, whereby the latter predominantly captures biofilms, streamer communities and other benthic organisms\textsuperscript{42}. Conversely, cryogenic silicification is likely to more efficiently capture the planktic microorganisms present in the fluid-phase, where ice-formation primarily occurs. Unconsolidated COA particles can become cemented by summertime sinter development, with the distinctive shape of COA particles identifiable even within reworked sediments\textsuperscript{20}, but in environments with little to no summertime sinter growth, COA particles are free to be exported when the ice matrix thaws\textsuperscript{18}. Under these circumstances, the retention of cells within COA raises questions about whether cells can remain viable following rapid cryosilicification, as has been observed for organisms under non-cryogenic conditions\textsuperscript{43}. If so, dispersal of microorganisms within COA particles may have ecological significance in hydrothermal settings.

4.3. Relevance to Mars and icy moons

The recent discovery of both colloidal silica and H\textsubscript{2} being erupted from within Enceladus\textsuperscript{14,15} means the subsurface environment could be habitable for simple methanogenic organisms, and that such organisms might be cryogenically silicified in a similar manner to that shown here. Such processes should be further investigated with specific relevance to future surface exploration of Enceladus and other icy moons, such as Europa. Closer to home, one of the shortlisted landing sites for NASA’s Mars 2020 rover (Columbia Hills) includes relic hydrothermal systems, and confirmed deposits of opal-A\textsuperscript{11}. As vast areas of the Martian surface have experienced persistent freezing temperatures for much of its history\textsuperscript{44,45}, it is likely that the surface discharge of subsurface silica-rich hydrothermal fluids would lead to COA precipitation, trapping
some portion of any putative subsurface Martian microbiota within these COA deposits. Moreover, upcoming Mars surface missions will be equipped with SWIR reflectance spectroscopy (NASA Mars 2020 and ESA ExoMars 2020). We show here that COA deposits would feasibly be identifiable and distinguishable from other amorphous or hydrated silica phases using such instrumentation (Fig. 4), with a broad range of hydration also observed across the experimental and natural samples (Fig. 4c). However, these spectral features are likely to become less pronounced with prolonged exposure to the desiccating atmospheric conditions on Mars. Likewise, the presence of a broad Raman peak between 300 – 500 cm\(^{-1}\) in the natural COA particles (Fig. 3a) suggests that freshly-precipitated, unstable COA will eventually develop into more ordered states where energy is available to drive this kinetic process, consistent with the development of other silica sinter deposits\(^{46}\).

4.4. Spectral detection of biosignatures

Consistent with previous works\(^{47}\), the spectral detection of non-pigmented biomass in geological substrates remains challenging. The most prominent biomolecular features in the vis-SWIR and Raman spectra are photosynthetic pigments (Fig. 3a), and organic molecule-related absorption features detected in FTIR spectra are minor in comparison to silica-related features, despite the considerable biomass observed with microscopic methods in the experimental samples (Fig. 2d, g). Whilst specialised pigments such as bacteriochlorophyll are unlikely to exist beyond Earth, they serve to demonstrate the capacity of COA formation in the capture of functional biological molecules, and the utility of combined Raman and Vis-SWIR reflectance spectroscopy in the characterisation of such deposits on extraterrestrial surfaces such as Mars and icy moons. Recent work by Dos Santos et al.\(^{48}\) revealed variation in the UV-shielding effects of minerals on amino acids, while opal-A sinters can be effective absorbers of UV-C and UV-B within the top 1 mm of substrate\(^{49}\). Furthermore, previous studies of biomolecule preservation\(^{50}\) have indicated that, over geological time, the observation of amide absorption bands within rocks and minerals decreases, whereas hydrocarbons such as those detected by FTIR here are more persistent. The ability of COA to effectively
shield biomolecules, or any other captured organics, from other damaging forms of surface radiation and oxidative reactions over representatively long time periods remains to be determined. Similarly, the longevity of COA deposits and cryogenically-generated microfossils in the terrestrial rock record is unknown. However this study demonstrates that investigations of this sort are now required, as they would further define the importance of COA as target phase for extraterrestrial exploration. Likewise, quantifying the effects of different freezing rates, initial fluid temperatures, and the presence of other solutes on the efficiency of cryogenic silicification should constitute future studies.
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